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1. Introduction
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to describe the governance framework that is to be implemented to
support all IT Services (ITS) activity – Including projects and business as usual (BAU). The governance
framework is in place to ensure there is clear accountability in the decision-making processes that
drive and manage the IT activity, that QMUL is protected from financial and business risk, and that the
strategic objectives are fulfilled.
Scope
The scope of governance activities included in this document include:




Project and BAU governance at an IT Strategy Board (ITSB) and IT Leadership Leam (ITLT) level
The reporting flow between each board
Roles and responsibilities of the boards.

Out of scope
The Gateway Review process is detailed in a separate governance document. This document includes
the key decision making forums across ITS, the lower level forums are out of scope.

2. Governance Framework
The Governance framework for ITS consists of Steering groups, Boards and Committees and a range of
policies and procedures that govern how IT Services is run.
The Governance structure for IT Services comprises of:









IT Strategy Board (ITSB)
IT Lead Team (ITLT)
Technical Design Authority (TDA)
Domain Team Lead (DTL)
Change Authority Board (CAB)
Project Boards
Steering and Advisory Groups.
Information Governance Group (IGG)

The ITSB provides overall governance including strategy, efficiency, prioritisation, budget setting and
control of IT Services and ensures internal controls are in place to minimise risks. The Board is held
accountable by the Queen Mary Senior Executive (QMSE) and serves as an escalation route to QMSE
and the Council.
The ITLT oversees the day-to-day project and operational activities and provides leadership and
management direction for the implementation of the IT Strategy. They report and escalate risks and
issues to the ITSB for direction and resolution.
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These two groups form the core governance for the IT Service business activities.
Once a project has been initiated a project board is convened who oversees the delivery of the Project
and reports back via the Assistant Director of Projects and Change to the ITSB.
During project delivery, each technical project is required to present its design documents for review
and approval from the Domain Team Leads (DTL) to ensure that the technical design aligns with the
standards set by the Technical Design Authority (TDA).
Steering and Advisory Groups make sure that the benefits owner monitors the realisation of the
benefits provided by projects and drive further change or provide direction to ensure the business
needs are met. Change initiatives involving IT Services may be initiated through these groups and any
resulting projects will then follow the project governance processes. Steering and Advisory Groups are
only convened for major systems and services.
The diagram below illustrates the governance structure as described above:

QMUL Strategic Management

QMSE

ITSB

IT Strategic Management

TDA
Steering
Groups

Project Boards

Project & Change

Research

Infrastructure

Applications

Information
Governance
Group

ITLT

Operational Management

Student & Staff Services

3. IT Strategy Board (ITSB)
The aim of ITSB is to provide a governance framework that maximises successful delivery outcomes,
through the provision of a responsive, decisive and supportive environment in which IT Services can
operate.
In addition the ITSB has to be flexible and adaptable to accommodate the unforeseen events (internal
and external) that are an inevitable part of business change.
The structure of the ITSB is tightly aligned with the strategic aims of QMUL. It contains the minimum
number of senior management roles to enable it to function efficiently and effectively with delegated
authority from the Queen Mary Senior Executive (QMSE).
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The ITSB members have a number of corporate responsibilities as well as individual roles within the
Board. The main corporate responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:














Providing input and ratification of the IT Strategy
Providing steer and strategic direction
Supporting the delivery of the IT strategy and unblock/ resolve issues that prevent this
Constructively challenge IT Services
Securing the capital budget for project delivery
Agreeing project prioritisation (advice received from ITLT)
Appointing the Project Executive for capital IT projects
Holding the Project Executive accountable for the success of the project
Reviewing and approving project change requests
Championing IT Services through the University
Escalating risk and issues to QMSE
Being accountable to QMSE
Agreeing the tolerances level in which IT Projects Change may operate

The Board convenes every six weeks to review the progress and compliance of IT Services projects
and IT Services operational activities and evaluates the risks and issues that have been raised.
The diagram below illustrates how the ITSB interacts with the ITLT and the highlights the
information flow between the two groups.

Risk
Environment

QMUL
Strategy

ITSB
Evaluate
Monitor
Performance
Conformance

Policies
Plans

Proposals

Direct

ITLT
IT Operations

IT Projects
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The IT Strategy Board comprises the following roles and convenes every six weeks:

Role

QMUL Roles

Brief Description

Chair of ITSB

Independent

Management of the ITSB

Professional
Services
Stakeholders

Chief Operating Officer

Accountable for the sponsorship, direction
and delivery of IT Services Strategy across
operations and projects

Director of IT Services

Responsible for developing and delivering
the IT Services Strategy across operations
and projects

Finance Director

Accountable for overseeing finance related
to IT Services
Faculty Change Champion responsible for
enabling change, sponsoring initiatives and
for disseminating information, holding IT
Services to account for quality and cost of
services

Senior Strategic
Stakeholder

Functional
Heads

VP – Science & Engineering
VP – School of Medicine &
Dentistry
VP – Humanities & Social Science
VP - International
VP – Public Engagement & Student
Experience
VP – Teaching & Learning
VP – Research
AD: Project and Change
AD: Research

IT Deputy Director IT Service
Delivery

Responsible
for
the
day-to-day
management of the IT Services capital
projects
Responsible
for
the
day-to-day
management of research related services
and projects
Responsible for the day-to-day
management of BAU operations – run and
maintain

The Board is a decision making board. The quorum for any or all decisions comprises the Director of IT
Services, COO, Finance Director, the Chair and any three of the senior strategic stakeholders or their
empowered deputes. Decisions can also be made via email where necessary.

4. IT Lead Team (ITLT)
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The ITLT is responsible for implementing the ITS Strategy. It provides the leadership, direction and
decisive action on day-to-day operational activities.
The ITLT is charged with making sure that the controls set out by ITSB are implemented and enforced,
and where there is any conflict direction is sought from the ITSB. Any significant risks or issues that
may impact the IT Strategy delivery are escalated to ITSB for evaluation.
The ITLT reports on business performance and IT investment projects that are currently underway at
each meeting.
Their roles and responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:












Developing the IT Strategy for ratification by ITSB
Reporting and escalating any risks or issues that affect the delivery of the IT Strategy.
Managing the forecasting and planning of the IT Services budget
Delegating authority to the Heads of Services to manage the day to day operational services.
Monitoring the performance and compliance of IT Services against the policies and procedures
that are in place.
Reviewing and approving the relevant IT polices and processes.
Reviewing, drafting and provide input to PAR bids
Identifying service improvement opportunities and prioritises these for delivery.
Service Management and KPI reporting
Health and Safety within the department
Delivering value for money

The Chart below shows the reporting lines and the escalation points within IT Services. It also highlights
the operational ad strategic management areas.
ITLT
Strategic Management

IT Director

Escalation

AD
Projects &
Change

FRM

AD
Research

AD
Infrastructure

AD
Applications

AD
Student & Staff
Services

Head of Service

Head of Service

Head of Service

Head of Service

PMO

Team Leads

Team Leads

Team Leads

Team Leads

Change

Research

Applications

Student &
Staff Services

Project
Managers

Infrastructure

Delegation

IT Deputy
Director

Operational Management
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The ITLT convenes on a bi-weekly basis and comprises of the following members:

Role

Role Holder/Description

Chair
Group member
Application Representation
Infrastructure Representation
Projects Representation
Research Representation
Student
&
Staff
Services
Representation
Schools
&
Faculties
Representation

Director of IT Services
Deputy Director IT Service Delivery
Assistant Director of Applications
Assistant Director of Infrastructure
Assistant Director of Projects and Change
Assistant Director of Research IT
Assistant Director of Student and Staff Services
Faculty Relationship Managers

The quorum for this group is the Director of IT Services or Deputy Director IT Service Delivery, AD of
Projects and Change, AD of Research IT and any one of the ADs for Applications, Infrastructure or
Student & Staff Services.

5. Technical Design Authority (TDA)
The primary responsibility of the Technical Design Authority is to maintain the integrity of QMUL’s
enterprise architecture. They are responsible for setting the standards for compliance and approving
any variance for all IT projects across all QMUL departments to ensure that new and upgraded systems
are fit for purpose.
All services and technical designs or any changes or variances in the standards are firstly reviewed by
the Domain Technical Lead (DTL) before escalating to the TDA for approval.
The TDA convenes monthly and comprises of the following:

Role

Role Holder/Description

(Joint Chair)
(Joint Chair)
Group member
Group member
Group member
Group member
Group member

Assistant Director of Applications
Assistant Director of Infrastructure
Deputy Director of IT Service Delivery
Assistant Director of Projects & Change
Assistant Director of Research IT
Assistant Director of Student & Staff Services
Heads of Services.
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6. Domain Technical Lead (DTL)
The DTL group supports the TDA to provide technical assurance for projects; it approves or rejects the
technical design solutions to ensure appropriate use of technology and alignment with the QMUL’s IT
infrastructure. All project technical and service designs are submitted to this group for review and
approval. Any design that does not comply with the set standards is escalated to the TDA with
recommendations to review and approve.
The group meets on a weekly basis and comprises of the following:

Role

Role Holder/Description

Chair
Application Domain Team Lead
Infrastructure Domain Team Lead
Network Domain Team Lead
Security Domain Team Lead
Endpoint Domain Team Lead
Methodology Domain Team Lead
Research Domain Team Lead

AD Infrastructure / Applications
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Data Centre Services
Head of Network Services
Head of IT Security
Head of Client Devices and AV Design
Head of Service Management
Head of Research Applications and Teaching
Support and/or Head of Research Infrastructure

7. Change Advisory Board (CAB)
This group is the change authority for IT Services and provides advice and guidance to the Change
Manager for all IT-related Change. The board comprises of individuals who are able to provide the
technical expertise required to assess the change.
This group meets weekly:

Role

Role Holder/Description

Chair
Stakeholder
Stakeholder
Stakeholder

Change, Release and Deployment Manager
Heads of Services
IT Services Managers
IT Services Team members
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8. Quality & Service Review
The Director of IT Services and Deputy Director IT Service Delivery meet with the Faculty Operating
Officers (FOO) and the Vice Principals (VPs) on a monthly basis to understand any changes in the
business requirements and review the current IT services that are provided. These meetings should be
minuted and actions noted for ITLT to take forward.
The Faculty Relationship Managers (FRM) as part of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) will undertake
(depending on the SLA) Service Review meetings with the user to review the Services provided by IT.
Where required, Service Improvement plans will then be drafted by the FRM. Once approved, the ITLT
will oversee the implementation and ensure that any SLA is updated to reflect the changes.

9. Project Board
A Project Board is set up by the Project Executive who is selected by ITSB and a Project Manager who
is assigned by the AD for Projects and Change. This Board reports to the ITSB via the AD for Projects
and Change and is held accountable for the successful delivery of the project by the ITSB.
Each project must have a Project Board. . The ITSB delegates authority to a project’s Project Board to
operate within a given tolerance threshold. A Project Board is the project’s primary governance forum.
The Project Executive is accountable for the delivery of the project and chairs the Board where the
Project Manager presents reports of progress, risks and issues identified. Other members are included
in the Board to enable the project to be steered appropriately and escalated issues to be resolved in a
timely manner.
IT Strategy Board (ITSB)
Delegated Authority &
Agreed Tolerance

Appoint The Executive

Escalation

Project Board
Senior Supplier
Representing the
Supplier Interests

Executive
Representing the
Business interest

Delegated Authority &
Agreed Tolerance

Senior User
Representing the
Users interest

Escalation

Project Manager
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The Project Board typically consists of the three key members; the Project Executive, Senior Supplier
and the Senior User however every board must have a minimum of two roles which are the Project
Executive who also represents the Users (who should not be IT Services) and the Senior Supplier.
The responsibilities include, but are not limited to the following:













Overseeing the delivery of the Project
Holding the Project manager accountable for the project
Reviewing and makes sure the project is aligned to the business case
Making sure the project is set up to enable the benefits outlined in the business case
to be delivered either during the lifetime of the project or after the project has closed
(owned by the Senior User). Monitoring the project budget review and approves any
change requests and expenditure
Approving and escalates any change requests for the project to ITSB for ratification
Supporting the project manager in removing barriers within the schools and faculties
promoting the benefits of the project deliverables
Making sure the project complies with the gateway processes and approving any progression
through the process.
Reviewing and escalating risks and issues where they are outside of the project tolerance.
Setting the tolerance threshold for the project manager to operate in.
Determining the acceptance criteria and sign this off once delivered.

Note
The ITSB does not participate in the day-to-day management of projects. The ITSB gets involved in the
management process by exception, whenever a risk or issue is escalated for their attention, or a
project needs remedial action due to concerns with one or more of the project’s quality criteria (Time,
Cost Quality, Scope, Benefits or Risks).

10. Steering and Advisory Groups
Business critical applications; that are key to running QMUL are required to have a steering committee.
Steering and Advisory Groups are comprised of senior stakeholders across the University and exist to
provide a governance regime that has business control and is able to maximise the return on the
investment. Steering and Advisory Groups exist throughout the BAU life of an application or system
and are usually set up post project delivery.
These groups usually convene on a monthly basis to provide direction and steer on the services
required to operate their business function. They highlight and prioritise service improvements, to
align with the evolving business environment. This may result in projects being initiated. These groups
have a responsibility to ensure that the relevant business owner tracks benefit realisation.
Steering Groups tend to meets monthly and are represented by the following relevant roles:

Role

Role Holder/Description

Chair
Deputy Chair
Stakeholders
Senior IT Representative
Service Representative
Customer Relationship Representative

Business Owner
Business Owner deputy
Senior Stakeholder
Relevant (Apps or Research IT) ITS Assistant Director
Relevant ITS Head of Services
Relevant Faculty Relationship Manager
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11. Information Governance Group (IGG)
The IGG exists to make sure that an information governance framework and system of controls are in
place and enforced for handling and processing confidential data throughout the organisation. The
group reports to QMSE by exception.
The responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:








Escalating risks or issues in data governance to QMSE
Reporting to QMSE any areas of non-compliance in regards to data management.
Reviewing and assessing issues escalated regarding handling of sensitive data
Recording, capturing and managing risks as outlined in the QMUL risk policy
Promoting good practice for handling confidential data and ensuring staff training is available
for information governance
Approving the relevant policies and procedures and their implementation regarding data
management
Communicating the importance of information management and information security.

The group meets on an ad hoc basis and comprises of the following membership:

Role

Role Holder/Description

Academic Registrar & Council Secretary
Records & Information Compliance
Manager
Assistant Director of Applications
Assistant Director of Research IT

Chair
Group Secretariat

Representatives for Corporate Applications
Representative for Research IT
Members:
Head of Corporate Systems
Represent and liaise with the system data owners
Head of Student Systems
exercise delegated authority for the data owners e.g.
Where data there is no question of whether data is
Head of Development Services
sensitive. Ring warning bells for new systems.
Guidance on Information Security aspect of data
Head of Information Security
governance and link to IT Security (and compliance)
Head of Research Applications and Research IT provisions particularly in the case of
Teaching Support
Clinical Systems, Secure Computing or other research
that requires the housing or processing of data
classified as Confidential or above.
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12. Glossary

Term

Meaning

ITS

IT Services – A department within Professional Services that provides IT
Support services to both student and staff in QMUL.

ITSB

IT Strategy Board – Team of Executive managers consisting of Vice Principals
and Directors and Assistant Directors, who oversee the delivery of the IT
Strategy.

ITLT

IT Lead Team – Team of Senior Managers consisting of the Deputy Director IT
Service Delivery of IT, Assistant Directors of IT, Faculty Relationship Managers
and Chaired by the Director of IT Services.

CAB

Change Advisory Board - A group of individuals who provide technical advice
and guidance on proposed changes to the IT infrastructure

TDA

Technical Design Authority – a group of individuals in IT Services who meet to
set technical standards for the IT architecture.

IGG

Information Governance Group – A group of individuals who meet to discuss
and review the handling and management of confidential information within
IT Services and also review the controls in place to ensure they are suitable.

DTL

Domain Team Leads – A group of individuals in IT Services who meet ensure
the technical standards set by the TDA are adhered to. This group reviews and
approves all technical design documents.

ToR

Terms of Reference is a document that sets out the objectives, roles and
responsibilities and structure of a group.

AD

Assistant Director – a role within IT Services.

PMO

Project/Programme Management Office – team of individuals who support
Project managers and the Assistant Director of Project and Change in
delivering and managing projects and programmes.
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